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Solution: To create long-term stability, sustainability, and increased operational excellence,
OPM needs to better align its resources with its mission as proposed by the Administration's
merger between OPM and GSA. This paper references the $70M funding gap in FY 2020
alone. Unless systemic and structural reforms are adopted by enactment ofthe merger, OPM's
fiscal solvency will remain in doubt. We request Congress engage with OPM on the legislative
proposal submitted to enact this refonn.
In the short-term, OPM is evaluating all other options to address the common services funding
gap ofup to $70M facing OPM in FY 2020. These efforts to close the gap include: developing
buyback arrangements to provide services to DOD post-NBIB transfer; transfe1Ting
administrative personnel that support NBIB to DOD, reducing personnel costs by leaving
existing positions vacant where appropriate; instituting hiring freeze for future discretionary
vacancies that are not mission critical; and achieving other administrative efficiencies. As
shown to the right, these options only reduce the funding gap to an estimated $23M. For
perspective, that remaining $23M funding gap equates to the funding needed for roughly 150_
FTE - over halfofOPM's core Title V policy and oversight staff.
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Worst Case Scenario: The sole remaining mitigation efforts available to OPM force the agency to choose between complying with the

Antideficiency Act or carrying out the requirements ofTitle V. There is no option that would allow for both compliance ofthe Antideficiency Act and all
Title V requirements. Additionally there are potential national security implications offailing to fund OPM IT and disallowing OPM to utilize critical
GSA partnerships to stabilize the IT infrastructure. This is not a desired or acceptable outcome of the Administration.

Congressional Proposal: Additional funding, as included in the current House FSGG proposal, is a temporary solution to a long-term fiscal,
systemic and structural problem. The Congressionally-mandated move ofNBIB has long-term implications for the agency's fiscal position, and the long
term solution that ensures increased stability, sustainability, and operational excellence is the merger proposed by the Administration. Fwiher, the
additional funding included in the current House FSGG proposal does not equate to new money for the agency and will merely maintain the status quo of
the agency- which there is broad agreement is not a desirable outcome. OPM is not meeting expectations on service delivery (retirement or healthcare),
policy outcomes, or IT operations. Simply using additional appropriations to fill the funding shortfall annually does not provide a long-term solution for
increased IT stability, financial sustainability, or strategic and operational capacity. OPM does not have the capacity to effectively spend additional
dollars, especially ifthe support ofGSA is prohibited.
Necessary Disclaimer: Absent a firm bipa1iisan, bicameral commitment by June 30, 2019 to address and resolve the OPM Revolving Fund

sho1iage to OPM's Common Services created by the Congressionally-mandated transfer ofDOD background investigations to DOD, OPM will be forced
to begin a 90-day preparation process for the issuance offurlough notices to employees. Issuing these actions are not OPM leadership's intent, but would
be necessary to prevent expenditures in violation of the Antideficiency Act beginning October I, 2019. While the first 30 days ofthis process is internal
planning, it is likely it will become commonly known within the agency shortly thereafter. Formal public notice would occur during the month of August.

